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For Restaurants

JOE & THE JUICE

“It’s easy to give different  
teams access to insights from  
one platform.”

Sakari Kingelin, 
Head of Supply Chain

Torchy’s Tacos

“I would absolutely recommend
Verkada to any of my peers.”

Hugh Tullos, 
Risk & Safety Manager

GAIL’s Bakery

“It takes seconds for managers  
to see what’s going on.”

Brett Parker, 
Head of Properties

One Platform for
Restaurant Safety

Streamline visibility and centralize security across restaurant locations to improve
employee, customer and food safety. Verkada is designed with user experience
at top–of–mind, integrating intelligent devices with an intuitive software platform
to add security without complexity.

Key benefits

Customer stories

Monitor from anywhere

Find, save and share footage on–the–go. 
Plus, share live camera feeds with local 
authorities in seconds.

Enhance business operations

Use data–driven insights like Occupancy 
Trends to optimize staffing and evaluate  
the performance of promotional activities.

Secure restricted areas with ease

Pair access control with video security 
for instant visual verification and set door 
schedules around hours of operation.

Respond to incidents in real–time

Receive alerts for meaningful events, 
including the presence of vehicles or 
people of interest. 

Detect intrusions after–hours

Keep facilities secure with 24/7 professional 
monitoring and reduce false alarms with 
video–verified intrusion detection.

Integrate with point-of-sale (POS) systems

Using the Helix video search and integration 
engine, verify credit card transactions by linking 
POS data with corresponding video evidence.

Proactively respond
to incidents

Elevate the customer
experience

Simplify security
management
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Automatic updates
to unlock features and 

maintain security

Easy multi–site  
management

with cloud–based 
software

24/7 technical support  
via email, phone 

or live chat

Up to 10-year warranty
and predictable  

renewal costs

Unlimited user seats 
and cloud archiving

No NVRs or DVRs  
– up to 365 days of 

onboard storage

Why Verkada?

Command Platform

Manage devices, users and sites from a 
single pane of glass — accessible from a 
simple web browser or mobile app.

Video Security

Hybrid cloud cameras offer onboard 
storage and edge–based processing  
to reliably deliver insights in real–time.

Guest

Personalize the check–in experience  
with custom sign–in flows, complete  
with security and health screens.

Mailroom

Process deliveries faster with a simple 
mobile app. Pair with Verkada cameras  
to secure inventory and confirm pick–ups.

Air Quality Sensors

Monitor environments for air quality, 
temperature, humidity, motion, noise, 
smoke and vape emissions.

Access Control

Easily manage doors and employee 
credentials with Global Access and  
Active Directory integrations.

Alarms

Catch and respond to break–ins with 
cloud–managed intrusion detection  
and 24/7 professional monitoring.
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Intercom

Answer calls from anywhere with sharp 
intercom video, clear audio and four 
smart receiver methods.

Contact sales@verkada.com 
to learn more.


